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Rick Bedrosian

Hair of the Dog bassist and vocalist Rick Bedrosian
has proven variety the spice of life.

Mike Valente

Dilligence and perseverence have made music promoter
Mike Valente a stack of paid dues.
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MPThree (l - r) Jenna
Sue, Mark Pierre, Scott
Chamberlain

By Liam Sweeny

M

usic essentially started around the campfire. Whether it was to
celebrate a full belly, or ward off
the dark that could easily bring
threats to their lives, our earliest ancestors gathered around
a campfire and brought rhythm
and melody to productive use.
And okay, maybe we just get
drunk now and cover bar tunes,
but still it is a long tradition.
Mark Pierre spent most of his
life (his life of music) playing an
acoustic around the fire, in his
cups maybe, in his feels definitely.

Mark Pierre of MPThree talks country and the
simple pleasures of strumming along.
But chance would have it grow
into something that would bring
us all just a little bit of warmth.
I sit with Mark and we discuss
who gets the next beer.
RRX: Mark, you got your
start seriously pursuing music
when you were in your mid-forties. Before that you were playing,
but just for fun, campfires, stuff
like that. There’s so much to be
said of the energy of youth, but
do you think your having lived
a little gave you an edge in maybe your work ethic when it came
time to pursue music?
MP: I actually never played. I
bought a guitar, but never really

started playing that until last
year, but always sang with friends
and family.
Yes, I do think having some
“life experience” can make you
a better performer. Mainly from
that fact that it’s so much easier to relate to lyrics. Most popular tunes tell a story to the folks
listening. As performers, it’s our
job to tell the story. Nothing more
complimentary than watching
people show some emotion while
you’re performing!
RRX: You’ve played in bands
like Lost Cantina and Big Sky
Country, and I’ve seen video of
Continued on Page 4...
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you guys rocking out in front
of an overpass, and, so, when I
think of different music genres,
I get different visuals. Maybe
the blues-hounds drink the best
whisky and the punk rockers
trash the hotel rooms – what do
the country folks do?
MP: I certainly can’t speak
for every country singer, but for
me, it’s always been about friendships. Whether cranking out a
country anthem like “Should’ve
Been a Cowboy” or “Outsiders”,
or belting out “The Dance” by
Garth, there’s a connection with
the audience that goes beyond
just music. For those of us who
recognize that connection, there
is no better feeling, and you’re
hooked for life to performing.
RRX: You suffered the unexpected loss of a band member in
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Lost Cantina, Al Lamica. I was
in a band (sort of) that lost its
drummer, and it’s devastating on
a number of fronts. I don’t think
people realize the bonds that
form, and how important they
are to the music that comes out.
What was Al like, for those that
didn’t know him?
MP: Wow, thank you for asking this! Al was the guy who
molded my view of music. It was
never about getting paid, or winning an award. It was always
about the music. Al, his brother Bruce and I, would sit in his
music room and play “old country”, harmonizing and singing
our hearts out. Al would laugh at
times mentioning “that the hair
on his arms was standing up”,
when we hit it just right. Al would
always find little ways to make

things sound just a little better.
I still think of him often, when
playing the classics. Of all of my
experiences involving music, that
is the one I’d never trade.
RRX: You started out by helping a friend fill sets, a then-teenager named Renee Lussier. So
you two were sort of the odd
couple, you having lived a good
amount of your life coming in
from the casual side of music to
help someone so young and setting herself down the path early.
What were some ways in which
you had to come together?
MP: Anyone who has ever
gotten to know Renee, knows that
she has an “old country soul”! Her
family all loved the classics and
were deeply rooted in real county. I think we both became fans of
each other, when alternating sets,

and I’m still a huge fan of hers
today!
RRX: MPThree is an acoustic
band that you’ve been in with Ace
Parkhurst and Dave McCarthy for
a couple of years. It seemed like
a lot of fun. It also seems like it
could be somewhat reminiscent
of your real start in music around
the campfire. As much as can be
done with a full electric set, what
do you think gives acoustic playing it’s draw?
MP: My wife, Lisa, and I have
been traveling to Nashville for
several years. Without a doubt,
our favorite times are sitting, listening to all of the acoustic shows
in town. We still have our favorite performers that we follow
and look up when in town. The
intimacy of acoustic music done
right, can’t be matched. Every
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time I play, I strive to make the
audience part of what we’re doing, and become emotionally involved in the show.
RRX: Back to MPThree, it
seems you all had taken a break
from it, and you’re now revisiting, and you’re bringing in Scot
Chamberlain and singer Jenna
Sue, who has a pretty solid repertoire and history in the area. She
sings a lot of different genres; is
that common for the rest of MPThree, or is she coming from new
territory?
MP: Last year, a friend who
had opened up Hank Hudson
Brewing Co. in Halfmoon, NY,
had asked if I’d play some Thursday night acoustic shows. I told
him I needed a couple of months
to learn guitar, and here we are!
Scot was a total surprise, in that
Photo provided.

he was a neighbor that I hadn’t
met, that came to a show, told me
he played a little, so we got together for a practice. The rest is
history, now playing for nearly a
year, and becoming a pretty good
draw each time we play!
Jenna Sue recently stepped in
after she and I started working
on writing a song together. I’ve
known her for a couple of years
and have always been a huge fan
of her vocals. When playing with
The Back40 Band, we often invite
her up on stage to sing with us.
She is a real talent, that probably
doesn’t get the recognition she
deserves. It’s been great having
her on stage with Scot and I.
RRX: Here’s where you answer the question I didn’t ask.
Enlighten, educate, emote – the
floor is yours.

MP: It has been an incredible decade for me and music! I’m
so appreciative for the patience
my wife has had as I have embarked on the “Mid-Life” journey. For those who do follow us,
both with The Back40 Band and
MPThree, know how blessed I am
to have my wife, kids, siblings,
and thankfully my parents still
coming out to listen. I do think
that that sense of FAMILY is what
has, and continues to, attract new
friends. I am also truly greatful,
to the amazing musicians that
have taught me along the way. Especially Al, Bruce and Ace.
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What’s Wrought by Human Hands
Tattoo artist and metal forger Eric Radliff
finds many passions to express one creativity.

Photo provided.

Eric thrives on exploring the boundaries of his media.

By Liam Sweeny

designated to hold them. And
in that drawer there is a knife
have a junk drawer. Everypassed down, made by someone
body does, but mine (and
whose name I’ll never know.
maybe yours) isn’t junk at
Eric Radliff is a name you’ll
all, but a collection of my own
soon know. He forges knives,
personal heirlooms, things preamong many other things, and
cious to me but with nowhere else his skill has gotten him national

I

recognition. He’s also a tattoo
artist. Come meet Eric.
I actually did sit down with
Eric for real (just not for this.)
RRX: You really like to make
a mark. You’re a tattoo artist
and a forger. Physics and entropy aside for a second, most people would see both of your passions as creating permanence. Is
this something that drew you to
these pursuits, above others? And
how does the permanent nature
of marking both skin and metal
shape your process?
ER: First and foremost, I’m
an artist. Sure, leaving a mark
that will last years later is pretty
cool and rewarding, but creating
art whether it’s paint on a canvas
or on someone’s skin or reshaping a piece of hot metal, I can’t
explain it… just creating things
has always been a part of who I
am for as early as I can remember. Tattooing and blacksmithing
both require extreme amounts of
creativity, it’s just always called
out to me, I stopped working and
focusing on things I didn’t enjoy and decided to dive into and
pursue art and creating things
full time. As far as the process
of creating goes, there’s always
going to be a part of “me” that’s
poured into my work. My blood,
sweat and tears, so to speak. My
soul. If my work brings joy to
someone, or if it inspires them in
any way, well, I just don’t think
there’s a bigger honor than that. I
think the best mark to make isn’t

always the materialistic one, but
to inspire, or bring joy. That’s the
mark I want to leave. INSPIRATION. I’m inspired all the time
by so many different artists and
people, and each one who inspires me affects my own creative
process.
RRX: In our culture, I think
tattooing is demystified, at least
from the time I got my first tattoo; it’s more accepted, so more
people have been in the chair, soto-speak. But forging metal, any
implement, is sort of by-default
mysterious. No one’s had time
“sitting on the anvil.” Yet both involve clients. How are the expectations the same? How are they
different?
ER: I feel both tattooing and
blacksmithing are becoming less
mysterious, having the internet
and even tv shows on both subjects. It’s just the exciting era
we live in now. Back in the day,
like way back, blacksmiths were
thought to be wizards and forging was magic, controlling fire
and bending metal was a big
deal throughout human history
and still is to present day. I think
what really draws clients in is the
handmade factor. Anyone can go
to the store and buy a mass-produced item. But purchasing
something custom or handmade,
it’s truly one of a kind, it’s just
yours, it’s more personal.
RRX: When people think of
forging, they think of big burly
Continued on Page 8...
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blacksmiths at Renaissance Fairs.
And no doubt, there are the big
and burly, but modern forging,
I imagine, is a whole universe of
people. What drew you to take up
forging? And as you’ve traveled
in the trade, what are some traits
common to forgers?
ER: Blacksmithing has definitely become more popular and
I think that’s great! I hope it continues to grow. There really is a
whole universe or spectrum of
people and styles out there, that’s
what makes it so exciting. It’s not
just big burly bearded dudes forging. I’ve seen rich, poor, young,
old, men, women, experienced
mastersmiths, newbies, and everything in between! The one
thing everyone has in common is
passion! A love for creating! And
I think that is something as old as

time itself and something everyone, anywhere can relate too.
RRX: You were on season
six of History Channel’s “Forged
in Fire.” It’s always a big deal
when someone makes it to a TV
show, but History feels different, I guess. More “of record,”
and Forged in Fire is a popular
show. Considering all that is involved with forging, can you take
us through the most challenging
part of that experience?
ER: It wasn’t that big a deal, I
simply had nothing to lose in accepting to go on, and everything
to gain. Win or lose, I was gaining experience and friendships
that I would never have known
just staying home. So the answer
was an easy, yes. The show in
itself is just that, a show. Entertainment. The most challenging

Daily Drink Specials

part of the experience for me was
the unknown factor, which is also
what excited me the most too. I
was completely out of my comfort zone. I had to face everything alone and adapt to the new
surroundings, challenges, equipment, people and the “clock” time
itself. Also working with materials and a style for the first time
ever on TV. Yup, no stress there.
No heads up either, just surprise! And you figure it out and
go! with a very short time limit, extreme heat, lack of sleep the
night before and feeling a bit under the weather the day of competition. I believe Murphy’s Law
was present that day for myself,
but for every mishap and challenge, I gained an experience and
a lesson. So for that I will always
be grateful. It was honestly a lot

of fun! I met some really cool
people, made new friends and
walked away with a once in a lifetime experience. I would totally
do it all over again, or go back for
a redemption episode.
RRX: When I got my work
done with you, you mentioned
forging a giant, really giant rose,
and it was fun to picture a metal rose the size of a VW Microbus. But there’s a very real level
of skill, understanding the function of it. Physics has got to be
a big part of what you do with
forging. How does formula and
feeling meet when you have the
hammer?
ER: There’s so many ways to
forge, create or do anything.. so
many different styles. None are
wrong. But I have never been one
Continued on Page 41...

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

Every Tues

$2 Genesee Drafts

Sunday - Late Night Happy Hour

Mid to 2AM - 2 for 1 Domestics & Well

Bucket Fridays

5 for $15 Domestic Bottles, 5 for $18 Imported Bottles

29 - 124TH STREET, TROY

$3 Off for
Orders Over $20
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Unique gift ideas for the
collector in your life.
Vintage Roys, vinyl records and CDs.
Nautical items, beer signs
and man cave decor.
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Lensmanship: Speaking Through the Lens
That 80's band

band, they are ALL the STARS!
From me being lucky enough
the age of innocence. Bright neon to have followed this band from
By Stephanie Bartik
colors, sparkly hair things, and
almost their inception, I realFUN! That ‘80s Band is a true
ly saw it grow. Each personality
any who know me, or
celebration of music of the ‘80s.
emerged, rounding them off to a
know of me, know I
The fans get into it as well- some- well-oiled machine today.
love photographing
times, dressing the part, but alI recently saw them at Turning
bands. It is like no other genre. I
ways singing along and dancing! Stone Casino, and they packed
love the energy, the crowds, the
It all started over dinner when the room!
smiling faces, the challenge of
two friends, Michael Bruce and
The members of the band are:
photographing dark places, movTodd Minnick, got together. Mike Beth Zaje- vocals,
ing subjects with flashes of light
explained his thoughts to Todd,
Derek Montayne- guitar/vocals,
(everything a normal photograand they got a totally awesome
Todd Minnick- bass/vocals, and
pher avoids.)
group of talented people togethMichael Bruce- drums/vocals.
Well, although I have photoer, and in the winter of 2016
So, what to expect when you go
graphed bands before, I can honThat’80s Band was born.
out to see That ‘80s Band, well,
estly say, this band is really where
What is truly different about
it’s almost like going out in the
it all began.
this band, is how each member
‘80s, but now, you have no curI was asked by an old friend I
gets their own chance to shine.
few!
hadn’t seen in quite some time,
It isn’t a main singer fronting a
Hear the songs of Madonna,
if I could photograph him singing at Rockaoke (I had no idea
what it was, so of course I said
“sure” ) Ends up, it was a lot like
karaoke, but you sang in front of
a live band, rather than piped in
music-cool concept. My friend is
rather tall, so I pulled out a chair
and stood on it to get the photos.
The drummer commented how
he never had someone bring their
own photographer in. That was
it! A band, and a sense of humor!
Ends up, the Rockaoke show
wasn’t the only thing this band
did. When I found out they were
also an ‘80s band, I went to see,
and ‘shoot’ them.
I was hooked immediately!
It was as if I had stepped back
in time. The band, the set, the
props, everything! The song selection brought me right back to

M

WHAM!, Prince, Bryan Adams,
The Bangles, John Cougar Mellencamp, Starship, DEVO and oh
so many others!
So, go dust off that Members Only
jacket, and have a totally awesome time! And be sure to write it
down in your Trapper Keeper!
If not, you’re just an AIRHEAD! Ok, ok I’m just teasing
you. Don’t have a cow, man!
But seriously GO SEE THEM!
March 7th Wicked, Clifton Park,
NY,
April 4th Sharp Shooters, Amsterdam, NY,
More to follow, go check out
their Facebook Page at That ‘80s
Band.
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DOGS • SAUSAGES • BURGERS

MAR 3
MAR 5
MAR 7
MAR 10
MAR 17
MAR 24
MAR 31

Trivia Hosted by John Longton,
Drink specials and prizes
Fooseball tournament, 6:00 p.m.
$2.00 off drafts to all who sign up and play.
Trivia Hosted by John Longton,
Drink specials and prizes.
Run Club 10:30 a.m.
$2.00 off drafts to all runners
St. Patrick's day: green beer,
$6 Jameson shots, $7 pickle backs.
Trivia Hosted by John Longton,
Drink specials and prizes.
Trivia Hosted by John Longton,
Drink specials and prizes
March Madness, Loaded tots
and Wing specials.

MAR 17 - APR 6

7 SOUTHSIDE DRIVE, CLIFTON PARK
(Just off Northway 9, near Moe’s and Jersey Mike’s)

518-373-3647
www.doghaus.com
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A Freshly-Squeezed Interview

Photo provided.

(l - r) Daniel Carr, Sam Walczyk (cleaning dog pee) Joseph Turone)

else?
JT: It’s also your Terraria username isn’t it? But anyway, we
were brainstorming names for
Walczyk, who are the primary
a band and Dan was like: “Ah
forces behind Lily, which features I’ve been holding this name for a
the same cast with Joe and Dan
while’” and I thought: ‘Hey that’s
taking the backseat.
pretty good, I’ll take it.’
RRX: I usually start by asking
RRX: Have you guys heard of
about origins, so tell me, is there the band The Books?
an actual lemon that you guys
JT: Is that the band with the
chose?
album called Lemon of Pink?
DC: No (laughs) I actually
RRX: Yup.
wanted to change my gamer tag
JT: We haven’t heard it but
on Xbox to “Lemon of Choice,”
our friend, Scoops, who helped us
and I didn’t have enough monmaster the album was like: “Uh is
ey so I figured that I would just
this name like, a play off of that
name a band that instead.
album?”
RRX: (laughs) So, in anothRRX: I love that first album
er universe you had the money to that you guys have out, I rememchange your gamer tag and this
ber hearing you guys way back
band would be called something
at the Byrdhouse - is that album

Lemon of Choice, one of the newest bands in
the Capital Region, are pretty sweet.
By Joshua Reedy

O

f all the unique qualities
that make Albany band
Lemon of Choice so fresh,
none stick out as much as their
affinity for Hawiian shirts and
their ability to craft extremely catchy tunes. Joseph Taurone
and Daniel Carr are the primary
force behind Lemon of Choice’s
self proclaimed “goof-rock,” and
here they speak on their latest album, songwriting and other fun
stories. Lemon of Choice also includes Nicholas Santos and Sam

(Lemon of Choice) your debut?
JT: Yeah that’s the only thing
we’ve put out (as of interview), it’s
our first recording, our EP. We
recorded it at the Chateau with
Dan Maddalone in his basement,
we recorded it in two days. It was
super fast.
RRX: And you guys are working on new stuff too.
Both: Yeah
JT: We just finished our first
full-length (Lime of Decision), we
recorded it here (their house) and
had some other people help us
with the mixing and mastering. It
was all done here and we literally
just finished it about a month ago.
It should be out next month when
we play the Byrdhouse on February 21st for our release show.
Continued on Page 14...
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Continued from Page 13.
RRX: So, last time I was at
the Byrdhouse I was working
bathroom duty, and there were
these two women in the line who
were probably in their mid-30s,
and I asked them who they came
out to see and they raved about
Lemon of Choice. I even talked with them about our favorite
tracks off of your EP, I said “Blue”
and they said “Mittens.”
DC: (laughs) Someone messaged us and said, “Our friend’s
having a bad day, could you play
that song (“Mittens”),” and I
think it was those people.
RRX: So how long have you
guys been in this band?
DC: Two years?
JT: Yeah, two-and-a-half
years, something like that. Yeah,
it’s been a while.
RRX: So how’d you meet and
decide to do this?
DC: We met at college, on the
orientation day and me and him
(Joe) were both wearing Hawaiian t-shirts and baseball caps - we
were dressed exactly the same.
And we both were like, “You’re
the shit.” So we just started playing together and now we play
music.
JT: We’re both drummers,
he was the only other drummer
I’d met at school, or at least he
was the first one so I was like,
“We should hang out,” and it was
just easy, and super fast too - we
wrote five songs super fast and
said “Let’s get a bass player,” so
we got Nick and then we said “We
should have a synth player,” and
we got Sam and it was super easy.
RRX: I’ve seen you all wearing the Hawaiian shirts at shows,
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is that sort of your uniform?
Both: Pretty much
JT: Some days we override
it, sometimes we figure something funnier, but the shirts
are basically the uniform. We
just thought it was funny and
thought, if you see a band with
Hawaiian shirts on you’re expecting something - and we don’t
know if what we deliver is what
that thing is, but it could be!
RRX: Can you describe an average practice?
DC: Before we lived here we’d
have to practice in a tiny room
at the school, and that was awful
because we had to run the mics
through amps and it was bad.
And it was next to people playing like, sonatas on the flute and
they’d get mad at us. But now we
all just get together and we’re
like, ‘wanna practice right now?
5p.m., today we’ll go down and
practice.’
RRX: Have you guys ever
thought about using your space
here to set up something like a
venue?
Both: We have.
DC: We have some very, well,
not angry neighbors because
they’re cool but as soon as we got
here we started playing really
loud and then one of our neighbors came over and started ripping into us. So we realized they
wouldn’t have it, it would be bad.
JT: We have talked about the
idea of recording bands because
we have proven in the past that
we can record an album here.
So first we can do that (record
bands) and second we could do
sessions, like audiotree, getting
Continued on Page 40...

EAT IN

TAKE OUT

DELIVERY

49 3rd Street Troy NY 12180
(518) 326-0630

195 River Street, troy
Straight Razor
Society

Barbering, Razor Shaves
Hair Restoration

Jos.
C. Kinney, Sr.
Specializing in Men’s Hair
Please call or text

518-321-6607
99 Broad Street, Rear, Waterford, NY 12188

@thebarber_grimm
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Presents

MAR 6

GRATEFULLY YOURS

Parish public House, Albany, NY
Doors 8/show 9:30

MAR 7

Women's History Month Celebration

MIKAELA DAVIS

wsg Dust Bowl Faeries & Belle-Skinner

The Hollow, Albany, NY
Doors 8/show 9

MAR 13

STEAL YOUR PEACH
The Hollow, Albany, NY
Doors 8/show 9

MAR 19

MELVIN SEALS & JGB
cohoes music hall, cohoes, NY
Doors 7/show 8

MAR 21 Women's History Month Celebration

LONESOME VAL, BEAR GRASS,
D. COLIN, GIRL BLUE,
& MORE TBA
cohoes music hall, cohoes, NY
Doors 7/show 8

MAR 28

THE LIZARDS
PHISH TRIBUTE

The Hollow, Albany, NY
Doors 8/show 9

For info and tickets, go to
guthriebellproductions.com or facebook.com/guthriebell
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Women’s
App arell & Accessories
Wed - Fri, 11a - 5p
Sat, 11a - 3p
45 Third Street, Troy, NY 12180

Look Sharp for the Holidays
james
magur
Master Barber & Proprieter
205 River Street
Troy, NY 12180

e are a boutique, full-service media agency
focused on helping small- and medium-sized
businesses grow in the ever-changing and
increasingly competitive information age.

(518) 328-6077
troygroomingco@gmail.com
www.troygroomingco.com

We ooer a complimentary strategic plan to every
client program. We ﬁnd solutions for businesses
S.
through a proprietary S.W.O.T.
analysis process
and develop a holistic plan that takes all
aspects of your business into consideration.

A Gift of Art
Lasts Forever”

“

VISIT OUR HOLIDAY
SMALL WORKS SHOW

A Tradition of Quality for over 60 years.

“A Gift of Art Gives Forever”

A Wide Variety of Original

Call us today to schedule your
Artwork at Affordable Prices.
complimentary consultation.

~ 6th Annual ~

Antique Prints & Maps of the Region
Will Moses Children's Books, Puzzles & Calendars
Local
History Books • Troy Cards & Troy Mugs
saratogaspringsdigital.com

Winter Salon

Show Opening November 29th

saratogaspringsdigital@gmail.com
GIFT CERTIFICATES

Ar tist Reception: Friday, November 29, 6-9pm.

QUALITY CUSTOM FRAMING SERVICE

featuring
201 Broadway, Troy,
NY (On Monument Square)
Elizabeth Apgar-Smith
* Robert Bootier
518-272-6811
• ClementArt.com
DECEMBER
HOLIDAY
HOURS
Tom
Clement *
Karen Cummings
Monday - Friday 10-8 • Saturday 10-6 • Sunday 12-5
George Dirolf * Jon Gernon * Susan Lunow
Willie Marlowe * Susan Story * Robert Moylan
Shelley Valachovic * Gordana Vukovic
Marlene Wiedenbaum * Ken Wilson
Kristin Woodward * Leslie Yolen

Ultra Violet Filtering Glass & Acid Free Materials
Protect Your Treasured Possessions Forever

"Where Picture Framing is an Art"

and others

111286_4

“Where Picture Framing is an Art”
201 Broadway, Troy, N.Y. (On Monument Square)
518-272-6811 • ClementAr t.com

AVAILABLE
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Keith Streng: What It’s All About
Whether he’s playing for the Fleshtones or
the Split Squad, guitarist Keith Streng has one
hand on the live wire.
By Art Fredette

for a great show? What cities are
your favorite to play?
eith Streng is the high
KS: Fun! Passion! Spontaflying, high energy guitar
neity! Paris, Madrid, Stockholm,
player for The Fleshtones
and Troy N.Y. at the Hangar Sunbut he is also a student of Rockday afternoons.
n-Roll. On March 15th, Keith
RRX: Throughout your musiwill be stopping by The Hangar
cal career you have been a part of
on The Hudson with The Split
numerous projects outside of the
Squad. RadioradioX was lucky
Fleshtones, How do these projenough to catch Keith and ask
ects differ from The Fleshtones
him a few questions.
and what are the similarities?
RRX: You have been the guiKS: Mainly working with diftar player for The Fleshtones
ferent people. Everybody brings
from the very beginning and your something different! I wanted to
style is unique. How old were
improve and expand my playing
you when you started playing and and writing, Rock and roll is the
what is your approach to the inglue of everything I do!
strument ?
RRX: The Split Squad can
KS: I started playing drums
easily be called a garage rock sufirst for years and only switched
per-group, how does a group like
to guitar when I was 17. Playthis come together?
ing drums unknowingly would
KS: In the case of The Split
become a huge benefit to playing Squad, Mike Giblin came up with
rock and roll guitar. An elementa- this formula and united us, Mike
ry guitar course was offered as a
is a think tank consultant and
music class credit in high school. estimated this combination of
I thought it would be fun!
personnel could not miss the lofty
I was never interested in tech- standards set to become a “garage
nique, I wanted to play rock and
rock super-group! And I always
roll! It is all about passion!
wanted to play with everyone in
RRX: Having traveled the
the group!
world playing music, what makes
RRX: People say guitar driven music is on the wane. I don’t
agree. What are your feelings

K

Keith Streng
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about such a statement? What
new bands do you find exciting?
KS: At certain points different
elements are behind the wheel of
rock and roll. Make no mistake!
Guitar driven music always wins
big! Things come and go, I am a
witness to rock and roll history!
My fav new band now, Les
Grys, Grys, from the south of
France. They are hot!
Make sure to stop by The
Hangar on March 15th, 3pm and
catch Keith in action. Advance
tickets available at River Street
Beat Shop, The Ale House and
brownpapertickets.com. Let’s
Rock.
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Observations and Ramblings from a
Cranky Old Guy
By Jeff Spaulding

T

hanks for checking us out
again, we’re proud to be
part of Xperience, the hottest thing going on for the Capital
Region next to Gov. Cuomo’s trips
to Puerto Rico.
I planned on doing a continuation from the last issue on what
I called “Musical Royalty,” where
music acts are given (somewhat)
proper titles to their name (for
example, at last count there were
six guys named the “King of Rock
& Roll”).
Although we all know our
friend Art Fredette is the TRUE
King of Sausage (please don’t hurt
me Jim Barrett).
So that said, consider this
change in subject an audible,
since we’re staying with football
analogies. #superbowl #xfl
Part of this edition deals with
the “Cranky Old Guy” in me, and
some with how I am cool being
said Cranky Old Guy.
It’s about awards Shows, the
idea started mainly after the
Grammys, but it applies to all the
big ones (Oscars, Emmys, Tonys
etc).
I will focus on the Grammys, since that was the initial
inspiration.
While trolling Facebook the
day after the show (yes, Facebook

is still a thing, although I can be
partial to dancing like a goof on
TikTok with my middle grandson
Zach), I saw so many older people (I assume they were older by
the content of their posts) complaining that the Grammy nominations/awards were for current/
contemporary artists that (assuming) my generation has never
heard of, or who thought the artist looked/acted like a freak, or
who couldn’t stand the noise/garbage/crap music (as if they could
call it that) that got them nominated/won them an award.
To quote Col. Sherman Potter on M*A*S*H, “what a load of
horse hockey!”
What about all of the great
music acts of our (long, long, long
ago) youth like (pick any of the
following who fit)
Elton John
Madonna
Green Day
Led Zeppelin
Michael Jackson
Pearl Jam
In fact, there is NOTHING
wrong with ANYONE on the list,
but by and large the big chartable
hit music from them is way in the
past (I’m looking at YOU, King of
Pop-see, I got to reference last issue and tease next issue).
Why?
Simple.
In general, people who buy
new music are YOUNG PEOPLE!

WE (I put myself in this
group), as far as current music sales, DO NOT MATTER
ANYMORE!
And as a guy less than a year
from hitting 65, I am okay with
that.
Those of us who grew up listening to any of the musical acts
listed above by and large have
little time to sit around buying let
along listening to new music.
Yes, I know there are exceptions, but in general, people my
age seem to have (what they consider) other priorities to spend
disposable income on (fancy cars,
business suits, ED medicine) than
the latest music.
Guess what, THERE IS
NOTHING WRONG WITH
THAT!
While I am still in the broadcasting business, I am no longer
a happy, peppy zany music radio
disc jockey, so my resource for
keeping up with popular new music has faded away, I don’t know
who is on what chart in what
format anymore, I am a (insert
laugh here) SERIOUS news radio person, anything I know now
about contemporary music I get
from my grandkids, or my handy
dandy iHeartRadio app.
(professional plug)
Face it, our time is over, generations (and tastes) change, what
we thought was a priority just
isn’t anymore.

Example, on occasion, Art
Fredette and I have had conversations about radio, how certain
radio stations SHOULD be, as opposed to what they really ARE.
Art makes a good point, those
of us in the broadcasting industry (those still employed as well
as many who were pushed out of
the business) are (still) using the
mindset that a radio station that
is not programmed as a radio station that USED to be massively
popular, may think ANYTHING
different is bad and doomed to
fail.
Go to radioradiox.com and
see where they prove that theory
wrong.
I bow to you Mister Fredette.
But it’s true, in society, what
WAS can’t fit with what IS.
As one grows and matures,
one needs to admit youth need
their own say, their own voice,
their own time.
If you think otherwise, you
just become pitiful, out of touch,
an antique.
Don’t let THAT happen to you.
Now let me get back to listening to my Walkman and playing
my Colecovision game.
Thanks for listening.
Be hearing you!
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The Way to an Irishman’s Heart
With a hunger for fine food, wine, music
and laughters, Irish rocker Rick Bedrosian helps us forge a path through
St. Patrick’s Day.

Check out Rick’s October
Eve Music Channel, on
Youtube.

Photo
provided

By Liam Sweeny

I

f you know musicians, you
might be inclined to think of
them as sharks. No, not because of their uncanny ability to
smell a good gig in the water from
a quarter mile off, but because
they have to keep moving. This is

probably one of the actual differences between a musician that
plays for a living, and one that
plays for fun, that being a hunger
for a good time versus a hunger
for dinner.
Rick Bedrosian hasn’t stopped

moving
since this
writer gave up
bibs and strained
bananas. He’s been
through the halls of rock
glory and dirt trails of festivals.
And his band, Hair of the Dog,
have been bringing Ireland to
our doorsteps for over a quarter
century.
I sit with Rick and we talk
about the sublime qualities of
Irish butter.
RRX: With your October Eve

Music Channel on Youtube and
your video segment, ‘I Could
Eat,’ you’re branching out, which
would seem fitting in that you’ve
spent your whole life branching
out. How do you see your video
presence evolving? Is it just a way
for people keep up with the road
you’re on, or is it maybe a new
road entirely?
RB: I’ve been a foodie since
attending the New York World’s
Fair in 1965, eating stuff from
across the globe. It was then and
there that I also fell in love with
New York City. My parents put me
on a plane and brought me to the
west coast and Europe frequently,
beginning when I was only a few
months old, so travel is “in my
blood” so to speak. I started playing music in the late 1960’s and
that continues to this day. My Ireland and Beatles Tours began 25
years ago and I’ve been sponsoring food tours to NYC for about
six years. The “I Could Eat” video
series is a natural outgrowth of
my love for all of that- music,
travel, food, video and performing. I shot the half hour, “I Could
Eat” pilot in Queens a couple
years ago and then more shorter
episodes. At this point I could use
a sponsor because shooting the
show is expensive. We’ll see what
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happens.
RRX: Let’s talk eats. Let’s
talk Irish eats. I love some corned
beef and cabbage. And yes, I am
Irish, perhaps a little bit more
than corned beef and cabbage.
Now I’d rather avoid playing favorites in the Capital Region per
se, so let’s cast the net wider;
where, in my ancestral pilgrimage, should I trek for the best
Irish food?
RB: Generally speaking, the
food in Ireland is lightyears better now than it was when I started bringing tour groups there
in the mid-90’s. But without a
doubt, Kinsale, on the southern
coast of Ireland, is THE place to
get some of the best food in Ireland. Culinarily speaking, I found
it to be like New Orleans in that

you can go just about anywhere,
order just about anything off a
menu, and it’s gonna be delicious!
The new crop of young chefs in
Ireland are creating meals that
were unheard of there a generation ago.
RRX: So Hair of the Dog has
been around since 1993. I was
skipping my prom when you all
started. This isn’t unique for
us; we’ve interviewed a lot of
long-standing bands. But Hair
of the Dog is an Irish rock band,
which says, among other things,
that Irish rock has a hold in our
region. What do you think keeps
it from being a phase?
RB: Many years ago, I read
that Albany, NY was second
only to New York City as having the highest per capita rate of

population that claims Irish heritage. But that’s not why I started playing Irish music. I got into
it by “accident” in 1985- Donnybrook Fair was getting ready to
play an east coast tour, one of the
members quit, and they needed a
singing bass player ASAP. I found
that I really loved the music and
stuck with it. The Capital District
Celtic music audience has been
there for us since day one. We
introduced a whole lot of people to Irish songs NOT by Bing
Crosby and the like. And some
pretty good originals too I think.
I’ve seen the popularity ebb and
flow a few times in the last 35
years but the Capital District has
always been a strong region for
these sounds.
RRX: I interviewed Kevin

Rick Bedrosian has played with the likes of Stevie Ray Vaughan and Lonnie Mack.

Photo provided.
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McKrell last March, and we talked about the differences between
Saint Patrick’s Day in Ireland
and the day here. He told me, if
I remember correctly, that we’ve
really started to influence their
celebration. Do you think the difference in mentalities between
“Irish” and “Irish-American” is
shrinking?
RB: Yes, probably. St. Patrick’s Day was reportedly, mainly a religious holiday in Ireland
until relatively recently. No matter what people think about our
government, America has always
had a great social/cultural influence throughout the free world.
Blue jeans, rock & roll, Coke,
computers, etc. I have little doubt
that they now throw wild parties
in Ireland (especially in the bigger cities like Galway where the
young people seem to be insane
with their drinking) on March
17th, while church attendance
continues to shrink. I’ve never actually been IN Ireland on St. Patrick’s Day but I hear things…
RRX: I wouldn’t feel right
only talking about Hair of the
Dog, March issue or no. From
Silver Chicken to Donnybrook
Fair Jeannie Smith and the Hurricanes, you’ve been putting ink
to the sheet music. You’ve played
with Stevie Ray Vaughan and
Marshall Crenshaw… so I’ll ask
you for a road story. Got a good
one?
RB: In the mid 1980’s, as a
member of Marshall Chapman’s
band (a Nashville based group
that also featured Eddie Angel
on guitar), we played a gig at the
Orpheum Theater in Memphis.
Continued on Page 34...

Radioradiox Presents

St. Patrick’s Scorecard
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

New Year’s Resolutions
I haven’t broken yet.

*Snakes to Drive Out

Parade

(TV Parades Don’t Count)

4-Leaf Clover

(Can substitute 21 3-Leaf Clovers)

Leprechaun

(Must See Before Drunk)

Radioradiox.com

(Check Twice if You Listen with a Leprechaun)
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Age, Wisdom and a Better Scene

Passion will get you a foot in the door, but as
musician and promoter Mike Valente knows,
it’s determination that kicks it open.
By Rob Smittix

Y

ou may know him from
such places that used to
exist such as: The Hudson Duster and Bogies. You may
know him from bands that used

to play the scene such as: Attica and Bruise Bros. But… Mike
Valente has only aged like a fine
wine, Upstate Black N Blue and
his band Brick By Brick are going
just as hard as they ever have.
Mike was nice enough to let us
peak behind the curtain just a

Photo by Pete Grofory.

Mike Valente, among other things, is the guitarist for Brick By Brick.

little bit in this interview.
RRX: Anybody who is anybody in the upstate music scene
knows your name. According to
my research you’ve been booking
and promoting since 1986. That
means that many of the people
in the crowd today weren’t even
born when you started. At what
point did you realize that this was
your niche and that you could be

a successful promoter for Upstate
NY?
MV: Well, I guess you can say
that when I was a kid, I wanted
to be in a band and play. At that
time, I was not good and I had
to set up my own shows to get
shows. Eventually, I grew into a
better musician and made a lot
of friends in the metal scene and
started going to hardcore shows
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Mike talks of rekindling Bruise Bros., a
jazz and swing infused hardcore band.

RRX:
Because
you have been
at it for so long I
imagine you have
some tales to tell.
Any stories that you
may want to share about
your time with Upstate
Black N Blue?
MV: USBNB has been mostly a blessing rather than a curse.
Yeah, I get frustrated when I see
others cutting corners and making profit off of these bands, but
it’s on the bands for falling for the
B.S. My books are always open.
I have a million stories that have
molded me into the business
person I am today. I have enjoyed meeting bands and making
friends. I’ve only made a couple
of enemies, but you never hear of
them.
RRX: Now besides being one
of the top talent buyers in the
area, you are also known for being a local guitar hero with the
band Brick By Brick. Over the
years you have shared the stage
with some noteworthy acts and
you’ve toured overseas. There has
to be an interesting road story or
two that you’d care to share with
us.
MV: Every show is a road story. I am blessed to be in a band
that hardly ever argues or bickers. We all love hanging with
each other and experiencing cultures and other areas. A majority
of the time, it is the traveling to
and from shows that is hilarious.
Ph
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and made many friends there
too. I just kept bugging people to
put my band on shows. Finally,
the shows I set up started to gain
momentum. I don’t think I would
call myself a “promoter.” I’m
more of a talent buyer. If I was a
promoter, then I would be taking
a cut of the profits and not paying the bands. I officially started
booking REAL shows when I had
the Duster in Troy from 20032006, then Bogies, 2008-2015.
Now, I do it more for fun and the
love of music. I’m a grown man
that has a job, so I take nothing
from this scene monetarily. The
bands get paid 100% after overhead is paid (if there’s a national
act). For every local show I set up,
the money is MORE THAN FAIR
for bands that draw.
RRX: Many national acts
bring along their own support
but in the event that a spot for a
local act is available, what do you
look for in a local act that would
persuade you to book them with a
recognized touring band? Maybe some pointers for the up and
comers.
MV: I am fair. I take EVERYONE into consideration. I actually listen to demos. I encourage
bands to approach music as if
social media is NOT present. Get
out there! Go to a show. Meet
people, hand out flyers, demos
and be sociable. Facebook and
the lot are meant for ADDED support not main support. But in order to get onto my shows, I want
to see the band have a presence in
the public eye.

Jameson is a
regular
comedian
and everyone in
the band is witty
and busts balls with
the best of them. We
try to bring the party and
brighten up everyone’s day
when we are present.
RRX: Looking back you made
a lot of decisions that brought you
to where you are today but from
the outside looking in; one might
say you chose the music while
at the same time it may seem
like the music chose you. I could
imagine it may not have always
been so easy, were there any big
hurdles that you had to overcome
in order to carve you mark in the
scene?
MV: I grew up in a metal
head. Always loved thrash and
the classics. I discovered punk
and hardcore in 1985, but I didn’t
quite fit in. I had long hair and
wasn’t in the know about what

was
going
on in
that scene.
When everyone was going
to CBGB’S, I was
going to L’Amours.
As I grew older, I got
into and appreciated the
hardcore scene more. I always kept a balance between
metal and HC though. My first
band was Attica… total thrash
band. We went through several
Continued on Page 28...
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Continued from Pg. 27.

RRX: So what’s next for Upstate Black N Blue, Brick By Brick
and Mike Valente as a whole?
lineup changes. People just didn’t
MV: USBNB will be making
have dedication. Toward the end,
an announcement this summer.
grunge was taking over and killWe are teaming up with a heavy
ing us. We started going the “Panhitter with a new venue in downtera” route and breaking off from
town Albany. 1500 capacity room
the thrash and the quality started
upstairs and 300 capacity room
to suffer. At the end I joined the
downstairs. I cannot divulge any
Bruise Bros., which was a cross of
info as of yet, but, it’s going to be
hardcore/metal with swing/jazz.
the real deal!
It was in that era of Cherry PopBxB is in the process of writing
pin’ Daddies and Big Bad Voodoo
new material for 2021 release and
Daddy, but we wanted to still be
we are developing our own JACK
hard. Again, it ran its course and
DANIEL’S SIGNATURE SINGLE
we kept getting blocked on every
BARREL LIMITED RUN! Due
end. Brick By Brick was formed
out this summer. Actually have
because I missed the metal side
to go to Lynchburg TN to help
and wanted to have more of a
with the development and taste
hardcore attitude. Again, as we
testing!
grew, band members fell off beMike Valente… well, he’s still
cause they had no focus. To me,
an assh***! Ha… I’m just workit’s not hard to balance life and
ing and surviving like the next
music, to others, it’s a friggin’
schmuck. Blue collar style!
disaster. Now, we have a lineup
that has been making ridiculous
milestones and touring the world.
Finally, I have something that
is steady and we are at a point
where we call the shots and do
things when WE want to. Our label gets it, our booking agent gets
it and everyone gets it. Finally!
Now I’m old… better late than
never!

Hours

Mon - Sat

11am - 8pm
(518) 235-2323
787 & Dyke Ave, Cohoes, NY 12047

Call / Text for an
Appointment!
169 rEMSEN sTREET
cOHOES, ny 12047

Sean Quell

(518) 268-7216
BARBER

PAUL MURRAY
(518) 698-9181
BARBER
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327 Broadway
Menands, NY 12204
(518) 621-7449
We Deliver
M-F: 11-3 PM

Mon - Fri: Open at 11am
Sat - Sun: Open at Noon
www.krismidcitytavern.com

3/6: Open mic - Full Back Line -8pm
3/7: Karaoke - 8pm
3/14: Parade party with 3-Wheel Drive
3/20: Jack Kelle Band
3/21: Karaoke
3/27: Clint Beastwood - 8pm
Trivia Wednesdays with Scott Grant - 7pm

Dyno Tuning
Performance Upgrades
Parts and Accessories
Service
Winter Storage Available

www.jjcycle.com

(518) 266-9657
Fax: 272-3857

1397 Broadway, Watervliet, NY 12189
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Raising a Glass to a Punk Lengend
This St. Patrick’s Day, we are reminded
that Irish is truly a state of mind for Shane
McGowan.
it didn’t turn out that way.
As it was, MacGowan
was thrown out of his posh
educational establishment
t’s that time of year again.
after being caught with
Time to carve up the corned
drugs. He then fell into the
beef, pour a pint of Guinness
emerging London punk
and celebrate the greatest Enscene, was photographed
glishman ever to make a career
with a wounded ear at an
out of his Irish heritage.
early Clash gig, launching
Much like Patrick Bateman,
a zine called “Bondage”
there is an idea of Shane Macand wound up fronting
Gowan. He’s a hard drinking,
a band called The Nipdrug taking, hell raising Irishple Erectors or “Nips” for
man. He’s a tortured genius who
short.
not only manages to repackage
But The Nips wouldn’t
the music and mythology of his
be his legacy, in fact, it
own heritage with a punk twist
would barely be a footbut also mix in bits of Turkish,
note. Shane’s heritage
Spanish, American and even
came calling and The
Asian culture all whilst mainPogues were formed in
taining the same rough, raw,
1982 from a blend of Lonfolk/punk feel. He’s a man with a
don Irish members of both
mouth that would make the worst
The Nipple Erectors and a
American caricature of British
band called The Millwall
dentistry look like a flawless HolChainsaws.
lywood smile.
The name itself is a shortened
The fact he was born in Kent
form of the Irish “póg mo thóin”
and went to one of the most preswhich translates to “kiss my
tigious private schools in Europe
arse”. The band allegedly shortchanges none of this.
ened the name to “The Pogues”
In another life, MacGowan
through fear the BBC would remay have made the most of his
fuse to play their music if they
education, went on to universidiscovered the true meaning of
ty and made a living as a lawyer,
the name.
engineer or maybe even a dentist.
The band quickly made a name
If you’ve ever heard his music,
for themselves on the London
you’ll be thanking all that is holy
music scene, before releasing

Dave McQuilling - Staff, WPTR

I

We all raise our glasses to Shane McGowan

their first album Red Roses for
Me in 1984. Their second, and
arguably best, album, Rum, Sodomy and The Lash was released a
year later and produced by Elvis
Costello.
Even the death of Stiff Records
in 1987 couldn’t slow MacGowan
and The Pogues down. Despite
their label going under, the band
released their third album, If I

Photo provided.

Should Fall From Grace With
God, which contained a collaboration with legendary Irish band
The Dubliners (Irish Rover) and
produced what is quite comfortably the greatest Christmas song
of all time towards the end of the
year (Fairytale of New York).
However, MacGowan’s drink
and drug problems took their toll
and he was replaced by fellow
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punk legend Joe Strummer following the release of “Hell’s
Ditch” in 1990.
MacGowan went on to form
The Popes who released two albums but never quite reached
the heights of The Pogues, who
in turn were not the same band
without Shane.
His decline would continue until 1999, when Sinead O’Connor
called in a police raid on MacGowan’s house after the singer
was discovered snorting heroin.
Although initially angry, MacGowan would go on to credit this
as the incident that made him
kick his addiction.
A 2005 sell-out reunion with
The Pogues would lead to the
group re-forming and lasting until 2014, before they decided they
all hated each other again and

called it a day.
Outside of music, Shane lost
his last real tooth in 2008 and after several years of what was presumably a paste based and liquid
diet, had a set of implants fitted
in a nine hour procedure that was
described as the “Mount Everest
of dentistry”.
Despite giving up the drugs
and apparently knocking the
booze on the head a few years
back, it’s a miracle the man made
it through his 20s. The fact he’s
still around today shows a level of resiliency unmatched by
anyone aside from maybe Keith
Richards.
So this St Paddy’s Day, do
yourself a favour. Pop Rum, Sodomy and The Lash on, pour yourself a pint, get comfortable and
raise a glass to Shane MacGowan.

BOOKING FALL SESSIONS NOW

NOW ON
UBER EATS

ENTERTAINMENT
EVERY SAT 5-8PM

DINE IN • TAKE OUT
CATERING • SPECIAL EVENTS
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

MON - FRI 6AM - 10AM
SAT 8AM - 10AM

11AM - 8PM

4PM - 8PM

www.facebook.com/illusiverestaurantandbar
3 FERRY STREET, RENSSELAER, NY | 518•977•3602 | WWW.ILLUSIVES.COM
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MAR 15th, 2020

The SPLIT

squad
$12 ADV
$15 DOOR

Doors at 3PM

w/s/G
Presented
by:

& Xperience Monthly

675 River Street
Troy, NY 12180
Advance tickets available at the River Street Beat Shop, the
Ale House, and at brownpapertickets.com
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April 10th
Vegan Delicatessen
Student Discounts
Available

TROY
4th & Ferry Street

ALBANY
227 Lark Street

16 Beers and
Cider on Tap

Award Winning
Burgers and
2016
Wing Wars
Winner

Book Your Private Party
Call Today!
41 112th Street, Troy

(518) 235-4141

Chrome
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Rick Bedrosian (Cntd.)
Also on the bill that night were
Stevie Ray Vaughan & Double
Trouble as well as the great, Lonnie Mack (featuring the fantastic
Tim Drummond on bass). Between sound check and the show
I struck up a conversation with
Tommy Shannon, SRV’s bass
player. We talked about gear, the
road, the band and all the other
usual stuff. As we were wrapping
up our brief chat, I asked Tommy
where they were playing next. He
mentioned a few cities, including Saratoga Springs, NY. I told
him that Saratoga was my hometown and I expressed regret that
I couldn’t be there. Having driven
from Tennessee to Upstate New
York many times, it occurred to

me that they would HATE the
length of the trip. He assured me
that they were flying north, the
band and all their gear. “Albany
Airport”, I asked? “Yes”, he said,
“I just looked at the itinerary”.
“Don’t you guys hate putting all
your valuable guitars and amps
on an airplane?”, I asked. Tommy
said, “No. We do it all the time”.
A week or two later I read in the
newspaper that all their equipment was stolen from the Albany Airport. It appeared to be an
inside job, perpetrated by somebody who knew exactly when,
what and and where. I thought
for sure the cops were going to
question me but they didn’t. I always felt a little guilty about that.

RRX: The Beatles have been a
big influence on you, almost your
rai·son d’ê·tre. You now play in
Hey Jude, a Beatles tribute band.
And calling it ‘tribute’ is a misnomer. it’s a whole production. You
have a varied audience, including younger people. Why are the
Beatles important to an eighteenyear-old with their first bass guitar in their hands?
RB: You can learn a lot from
Paul McCartney’s bass playing.
It’s quite melodic and very imaginative without being too busy.
Start with, “I Saw Her Standing
There” (lifted from Chuck Berry)
and proceed with caution. The
bass lines aren’t as easy as they
might seem.
RRX: This is where you
answer the question I didn’t
ask. Shout outs, wise words…

enlighten, educate, emote – the
floor is yours.
RB: I’m beginning my 7th decade as a musician and my 6th
doing it full time. I’ve worked
extremely hard but I’ve also been
very lucky to have performed
with so many talented players
and singers over the years. And
whether it’s an international trip,
a NYC food tour, a band gig, or
a solo show, I’ve had the BEST
audience a person could ask for,
for a really long time. And the
fun continues! So I want to say
“thank you” to everybody and
remind them to look at my website from time to time. I have a lot
going on including March Madness and food tour season which
begins in only 2 months! www.
rickbedrosian.com.
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NYS Inspections, Computer Diagnostics,
Brakes/Tires, Steering, Suspension, Lube,Oil
and Filter, Differential Services and MORE!

***********
A Mechanic You Can TRUST!
122 Ontario Street Cohoes

518-237-8170

ARTCENTRIC
MARKETPLACE
Retro Furniture
Vintage Candy Brands
Nostalgic Toys
Unique Gifts
266 River Street, Downtown Troy, NY (518) 691-0007

Daily
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APR 18th

Sat

6pm

$12 Adv./$15 Show

St. James & the Apostles
with

Son of a Gun

Presented by:

ic
s
u
M
t
f
f
nifer Te

and

Jen

675 River Street, Troy NY 12180

& Xperience Monthly
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A Little Mansion in Manchester
In “Around Town with
Amy Modesti” we find
the home of Robert
Todd Lincoln.
By Amy Modesti

L

ast month, I found out
about Hildene on a TV special shown on News10 ABC,
“Off the Beaten Path with Cassie
Hudson”. In this episode, Hudson took a tour though Hildene,
the summer home of Robert Todd
Lincoln and wife, Mary Todd Lincoln, ventured outdoors to the
family garden, and viewed a special exhibition featuring artifacts
that mostly belonged to Abraham
Lincoln, the 16th President of the
United States. I found her story of
Hildene interesting and it piqued
my interest to travel to Manchester, VT to check this historical
place out.
Monday, February 3, my friend
and I adventured out to Hildene
to learn about the Lincoln family
and their summer home in Manchester, VT. I’ve traveled to Manchester and drove past Hildene
countless times with family, but
never knew what it was until now.
I’m glad I watched “Off the Beaten Path with Cassie Hudson” and
learned about this beautiful attraction. Visiting Hildene gave my
friend and I a better insight into
the life and legacy of the Lincoln

Photo provided.

Abraham Lincoln’s stovepipe hat, on exhibit at Hildene.

family and their role in revolutionizing our country during the
19th and 20th century.
Hildene derives from an old
English word meaning hill and
valley with stream. The area
which Hildene stands is situated
along a giant hill with beautiful,

engaging views of the Taconic Mountains (west), Vermont’s
Green Mountains (east), and a
downward view of the Battenkill
Creek flowing through the valley. The 412-acre estate features
its own observatory, a welcome
center and museum shop, the

Lincoln family garden, a 1903
restored Pullman train car, a
goat dairy and cheese facility/
farm, and the Dene. Hildene is
open year-round and is listed on
the National Register of Historic
Places.
Robert Todd Lincoln was
drawn to Manchester, VT as a
result of a visit with his mother
and younger brother, Tad, at the
Equinox Hotel in 1864. During
his school days at Harvard University, Robert met a classmate
who was also a resident of Bennington, VT. Through his friendship with his classmate and his
travels to Vermont with family to
get away from the sweltering heat
of Washington D.C., this inspired
Robert and his wife to build
their summer home in the Green
Mountain state.
Robert Todd Lincoln, who was
then president of the Pullman
Company, began construction on
his summer home in 1903 and
it was completed in 1905. From
1905 until his death in 1926, Robert and Mary would spend seven
months out of the year living in
their second home. The remaining time was spent at their primary home in Chicago. Hildene consists of nineteen rooms, eighteen
of which remain open to the general public. For a family who was
wealthy, they lived in a modest
summer home with rooms that
were small to medium in size but
are beautiful and intact within its
Continued on Page 38...
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Continued from Page 37.
preserved historical glory.
Hildene’ s exterior remains
decorated in post-Christmas décor. Green wreaths are placed in
front of windows and garland is
wrapped around the top balcony and the two pillars placed in
between the entranceway leading in towards the front entrance.
Upon entering the front entrance
hallway, guests can take a tour
through the main hallway and
venture through its many rooms
including Robert’s library, secretary office that was later added to the home, guest bedroom,
servant’s dining room, butler’s
bedroom, kitchen, butler’s pantry, parlor, porch, Robert’s bedroom, and the staff stairs with a
dumbwaiter.
My exploration through its
many rooms led me to learn plenty of interesting tidbits about the
Lincoln family. Robert Todd was
an avid golfer; there are photos
of him golfing outside his home
with his golfing buddies hung inside his bedroom, along with his
set of golf clubs and golfing shoes
that are placed inside his walk-in
closet. Robert Todd was invested in technology and was one of
the first wealthy patrons to have
electricity in a home. Mary Todd
Lincoln studied piano at a music conservatory in Iowa. Mary
played two pianos and a reed pipe
organ at Hildene. Her reed pipe
organ, located at the front entrance hallway, was built by the
Aeolian Company in NYC in 1908
and was later restored in June
1980. Robert Todd Lincoln studied law at Harvard. Guests can
view Robert’s college yearbook on
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a table in his library.
Along Hildene’ s second floor,
guests can take a tour through
the linen/sewing room, sitting
room, Mary Todd Lincoln’s bedroom, the Lincoln grandchildren’s room, and Hildene’ s current exhibition, “The American
Ideal: Abraham Lincoln and the
Second Inaugural”. This exhibition features many of Abraham
Lincoln’s prized possessions,
including his pocket bible, the
inaugural address from March 4,
1865, a marble bust of Lincoln,
preserved newspaper clippings
from Abraham’s assassination at
the Ford Theatre, and his black
stovepipe hat, one of three hats
still in pristine condition. This
is an exhibition not to miss at
Hildene.
When you’re finished exploring Hildene’ s interior, be sure
to take a short walk outside and
check out Robert Todd Lincoln’s
outdoor observatory upon a
small hill overlooking the mountains and the Battenkill Creek.
The views overlooking the observatory are beautiful, even in
mid-winter. And venturing inside
the observatory, you can see the
tall, green telescope that Robert
Todd used to glaze at the stars
and galaxies using his tall wooden ladder.
Located near the welcome center and museum shop is the completely restored 1903 Pullman
car, Sunbeam. From 2007-2011,
restorers of the Pullman car, Sunbeam, spent four years completely restoring this luxurious artifact
to its beautified glory. The train
car is placed on permanent train
tracks and perched underneath
its own train station to house

this historical piece. Patrons can
learn about the history of Pullman Company and its employees
that worked for the company as
well as learn about its train car
along the wall of the train house.
The interior of Sunbeam is
beautiful. All the wooden interior, from the wooden bunk beds
placed inside a small combined
bedroom and bathroom and the
main dining and bedding area,
was sanded and re-polished to its
lacqueur, making the wood feel
more pristine. There was plenty of single chairs and wide seats
,turned beds placed inside the
dining and bedding area where
guests would stay during their
ride to their destination. The
stained-glass windows that were
originally blown out of the original Sunbeam were replaced in the
car. Riding in these cars during
the early 20th century was a luxury in those days and it certainly
beat riding in a traditional subway car or a metro train any day
for the wealthy. Patrons can learn
additional info about Sunbeam
with additional assistance from a
museum docile.
Robert Todd Lincoln took
over the presidency of the Pullman Company after the previous
president, George Pullman, died
in 1897. From 1897-1911, Lincoln was able to make the Pullman Company an international
success through the assistance
of his great Pullman porters and
through Lincoln’s business skills.
Later, Lincoln became the company’s chairman until 1924 and
later continued to serve the board
for the company until his death in
1926.
Other locations to explore at

Hildene once spring arrives are
the Hildene family gardens, the
Hildene Farm and Goat Dairy,
Dene Farm, and its many hiking
trails. Due to timing constraints
and the cold temperatures, I never made it to these locations. I
hope to plan another day to return to Hildene to venture to the
remaining areas in the future.
One can understand why Hildene, the Lincoln Family Home,
is dubbed, “a true national treasure”. It is a remarkable place to
explore and learn about the Lincoln family and a piece of true
American history. Instead of traveling to Washington D.C. to view
the Lincoln Monument, you can
learn about the 16th President of
the United States and his family
right in the heart of Manchester,
VT. To learn more about Hildene
and plan your upcoming visit, go
onto their website at https://hildene.org/index.php/ . Thank you
again Cassie Hudson of News10
ABC for sharing your adventures
of Hildene on your weekly TV episode, “Off the Beaten Path with
Cassie Hudson”, and inspiring me
to make the trip to this beautiful
historical museum and summer
home of the Lincoln’s.
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down the River Street Pub, someone got stabbed in it right after
we played.
DC: Shot, they got shot
DC: At least for me, I’ll do
JT: They got shot, and then
stuff and I’ll make it just a me
the guy tried to cover it up.
song, and all the songs that don’t
RRX: While you guys were
sound alike we’ll make it like, a
there??
Dan and Joe album. And if we
JT: No no, that was a week afmake a song and it feels pretty
ter (laughs) we were just the last
stupid, we’ll be like “yeah that’s a
band to play there. It’s a curse, we
Lemon of Choice song.”
were also the last band to play the
JT: Also for me personally
Orange Peel.
it’s like, I think Dan hit it on the
RRX: Where was your first
head, if it sounds dumb, that’s
show, what was that like?
kind of the vibe. General goof. We
JT: It was at the school, for
can get a little serious at times,
the class that we formed for.
but it’s very rare. And it’s very
That was pretty good. Last year
positive, it’s very rock-and-roll.
around September we were playRRX: One thing I always like
ing locally almost every weekend,
to ask, is what are your favorite
and then, last semester, we didn’t
places to play around here? Have
play much at all.
you guys been on bigger tours?
RRX: Were you guys graded
JT: Not really, we did a tiny
mini tour. We’re doing a really
big tour in February and March
which I’m really excited about
and that will be our first time
really getting out there and doing other things. Around here
we haven’t played a whole lot of
places, we have played in Jersey
once, Philly once. We’ve played
other areas in Upstate New York
but mostly just like, the Capital
Region because we’re all in school
and the easiest way to do it. Favorite places to play, Pauly’s Hotel
number one, right!
DC: Oh no (laughs). No, definitely not.
JT: Anyway, probably like, the
Byrdhouse, the Chateau.
DC: We’ve been known for
getting places closed after we play
there.
JT: We have a curse, want me
to list em’? I can list em. We shut

Lemon of Choice (Cntd.)
bands over here for that and maybe have like, a small audience
for that. Although our basement
has kind of a shitty setup, we just
have a big water heater thing in
the middle, and we have almost
no room.
RRX: If you could record
bands in here, what kind of bands
would you get?
DC: It’s tough because a lot
of them we know record at our
school, and they would probably
rather do that than use our shitty
basement.
JT: We haven’t really been
able to find bands that need our
help that we also really like.
DC: Most of the bands we like
around here already have places
to record and stuff and they don’t
want our help.
JT: We’re trying to scout,
we’ve been looking. Eventually I
think we’ll stop being picky and
just ask the random people on the
street to come record.
RRX: On the topic of Saint
Rose, I spoke with Pacer Test a lot
about what it’s like being in other
bands, and I know you guys are
also in bands like Lily.
JT: Yeah, we’re all in Lily, it’s
just the same people switched
around. Dan and I also play in
Laveda. We’re all in like, five
bands. It’s unfortunate but also
very cool.
RRX: So something I always
wonder is, when you come up
with a song idea how do you decide which band you want to use
it for first?
JT: That’s a good question.

on your first performance?
JT: Well we weren’t even in
the class, we were just a band
that someone was managing.
DC: Like a test subject.
JT: But, we were favored by
the teacher. She liked us. She forgot our name. Recently she asked
someone, “What was that band
with those two guys? And they
play by themselves and then they
had a full band?” and everyone
was like, ‘Oh, Lemon of Choice’
but she said, ‘No! It’s not Lemon
of Choice!’ She was just wrong.

Read the full article on the
Xperience Blog at www.radioradiox.com.
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Eric Radliff (Cntd.)
for measuring, or physics, science
or planning things out too much.
I mean I do a little bit, but 90% of
my work I try to just go with the
flow. I can’t really explain it, it’s
like the “force” - yeah I’m a Star
Wars fan. So, when I made this
giant 9 foot tall rose, out of metal
weighing in around 200 lbs it was
awkward it was top heavy and a
nice challenge. It started out with
the much smaller realistic roses
that I’ve been making, I thought
wouldn’t it be cool to build one
bigger then me! As I held one of
my metal roses in my hand. I just
need to think big! Acquire all the
same parts and pieces needed
to build it just at a much larger size. But that’s not it, where I
used needle nose pliers to maybe
bend a rose pedal a certain way,
I was now finding myself using
my entire body to press down and
roll petals or sledgehammers to
shape pieces. I guess there really
is no formula to my madness, for
creating art, other than art itself.
Madness.
RRX: You make great knives,
simple blades to Damascus blades
someone might need to take out a
loan to buy. And these blades are
going to last, becoming somebody’s heirlooms a hundredtwo-hundred years from now.
What elements do you think will
go under some appraiser’s magnifying glass and be pointed out as
the marks of a “Radliff blade?”
ER: I think the elements, as
you put it, in my work if someone
years from now was to examine a
knife I made, they would see the
artist in me, they would see the

creativity or just not the norm. I
tend to do things that nobody else
is doing. If I buy something, I’m
always finding ways to improve it
or change how it looks or works.
if I see a trend or a style, I’ll let
that influence me or inspire me,
but then I’m probably going to
twist it and turn it around into
something completely different
possibly something new. I don’t
want to be labeled as one style or
a “one trick pony.” I’m constantly
evolving and trying new things,
so my style is constantly changing and to me, that’s what keeps
it fun.
RRX: This is where you
answer the question I didn’t
ask. Any tips for the kids? Any
cool-looking battle scars? The
floor is yours.
ER: I do a lot of different
things and styles between blacksmithing and tattoo work, that
really push my creative thought
process daily. It can be challenging, fun and everything in
between. It’s definitely my calling, I’ve always been a artist. So
my advice would be if you think
you’re into something and want to
try something new just go for it!
Don’t let fear, inexperience, age,
gender, anything stop you. Everyone’s a beginner at some point, I
still consider myself a beginner.
And I’ve always liked that old
saying, “if you work doing what
you love, you’ll never work a day
in your life.” That’s kinda’ true, I
mean you’ll still work! But it’s just
way more rewarding when you
really enjoy the work.

Troy’s St. Patrick’s Headquarters
Outdoor Deck • 15 Draft Lines • Great Food • Private Parties
Monday - Thursday
Open at 4PM

Friday
Open at 3PM

Saturday & Sunday
Open at 2PM

403 RIVER STREET - TROY
www.RyansWake.com

March is Red Cross Month

www.redcross.org
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Posters
&
Gifts
Coming to a show near you...
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Rob Smittix

Art Fredette

Sunday Nights

Mornings

6-9PM

Jimmy Barrett
“Kaleidoscope”

Monday Nights

8-10PM

Vito Ciccarelli
Saturday Nights

6 - 9PM

Sundays

Noon - 2PM

Radioradiox

Programming

Ed Conway

“Big Ed’s
Little Rock & Roll
Show”
Every other Monday

7PM
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Some Help Bringing on the Spring!
By Sassy Auburn

S

oon, the cold temperatures
of winter will give way to
warmer, sunnier days of
spring. Can I get an “AMEN!” up
in here? It might not be great at
first with some lingering remnants of the cold, bitter season
but it is a glorious time of year
bursting with possibilities for embracing what is new. Days continue to get longer, temperatures
begin to get warmer, flowers start
emerging and for the first time in
a while, there actually seems to
be a light at the end of the tunnel. You are anxious to see those
flakes of snow disappear and
green grass emerge. But the big
question is… are you really ready
for spring?
Before we get too jazzed for
the days of a new season, we need
prepare. This is the perfect time
to say goodbye to the old cold and
get things in order. To help you
‘spring into action’ (oh, that was
bad) here are a few things you
may want to get in order before
the spring arrives:
Tackle that closet: Winter
clothes take up so much room, so
it will be nice to get some of those
coats, sweaters and other bulky
wardrobe items out of the way.
Before you start dumping things
into totes to push under the bed,
go through everything and ask,
“Did I wear that this season?” If

Sassy
Says
the answer is no, don’t justify it
with an excuse—let it go. Bag up
clothes that didn’t get worn, are
worn out or don’t fit. Ask friends
or family first if they might be
able to utilize what you have. After that, I usually get large garbage bag, a piece of paper and a
pen and start itemizing. Write
down a general description of
each item before you bag it so
you can check to see if it can be

written off on your taxes next
year as a donation. Don’t forget
things like jewelry, accessories
and shoes may be deductible too
so don’t forget to go go through
closets, boxes and drawers as
well. And if that sock hasn’t found
a mate in over a year, repurpose it
for something else!
De-clutter the house: Are
your holiday lights down yet? Are
there still rolls of wrapping paper
in the living room? How many
pairs of boots are by the door?
There is a big difference between
spring cleaning and general
de-cluttering, so don’t get overwhelmed when you look around

at what has accumulated. Start
by just looking for things out of
place and put them back. Stay
focused on just clearing obvious
stuff and not digging into things
as you put them away. Keep it
simple by breaking it down to one
room a day. You can get down
and dirty with heavy duty cleaning once everything is put away.
Clean out your vehicle:
Anyone who drives around in the
winter months tends to collect
the most random shit in their
car. When it’s cold, we don’t want
to make two trips from the car
into the house so we leave stuff
to bring in “later”. Well people…
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it’s later. Collect the shovels,
extra gloves, hats, sunglasses,
windshield fluid, you name it.
Get rid of the garbage too. Fast
food packages, soda bottles and
used tissues seem to breed in the
car during the winter. Once it’s
all tidy inside, drive it to the car
wash and give it a bath. You’ll be
surprised how good you feel when
you get in it on a nice day and
your car is squeaky clean.
Reassess your diet: You
may have made some health and
fitness goals when the new year
rang in. With a new season here,
it’s important to see what foods
are now in season so you can
work them to your diet. Fresh
foods that are in season definitely
give you more vitamins and minerals than packaged, processed
or grow-housed herbs, fruits and

vegetables. Things to watch for
this season are asparagus, sugar snap peas, beets, strawberries, melons, corn and bell peppers. Remember, just because it’s
not warm enough in your area to
grow some of these healthy treats
doesn’t mean they aren’t growing somewhere else in the States.
In addition to the health benefits,
remember that seasonal items
are also easier on your wallet too.
Don’t forget to visit your local
farmer’s market for the freshest
foods in your area.
Get outside: You have been
inside so much during the winter
that you are probably ready to go
insane. No excuses—this is the
time to get out! First, when you
are doing any of the other seasonal prep things inside or even
in the car, open the windows!

It might not be 70 degrees yet
but you need to get that stale,
germy air that has been inside
for months and flush it out. Crack
the windows while your sorting,
cleaning or decluttering. Once
that’s done, get outside. If it is
still chilly, throw on an extra
sweater or a coat and do a little
walking. Being stuck inside with
not much sunshine can decrease
your Vitamin D levels. This can
cause some people to have bone
pain and muscle weakness. Others may have issues with their
hair, nails, skin and just feeling
all over blah. Of course, if these
are of concern or new, see your
doctor. But still get outside. A ten
minute walk each day during the
sun’s high time (11am – 2pm) will
help you so much—physically and
mentally.

45

Once you start undoing winter and prepping for the glories
of spring, you may even want
to think farther ahead to summer. Unless it’s a vacation that
needs reservations, SLOOOOOW
DOWN. Go at your pace, but be
consistent. It takes 30 days, doing
something every single day, to
make a habit. Plus doing something little every day is way less
overwhelming than trying to
tackle everything at once. Now go
out and get ready to catch some
spring fever!
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Editorial - Worth Fighting For.
By Liam Sweeny
For all of the, say, seven of you
who were hooked on Xperience
Fiction, you have my deepest
apologies. You can complain to
bring it back, but I’m the one who
checks that mailbox, so you may
only get a token of my gratitude.
We need editorial space. We
want to bring you cool stuff every month: “inside-the-practiceroom” confessionals, great features, probing questions for those
of you with a twenty in your hand
and a Saturday night to kill... you
get me. But it’s a paper.
If we misspell a name, we’d
love to correct it, but short of designing a mea culpa into the front
cover and centerspread, we’ve
basically had to send fruit baskets
or puppies.
So that said, welcome to our
new editorial space.
We’ve had a lot happen in the
past year, and recently, we’ve lost
some people. Some have gone on
to different pursuits, and some
went on to the greatest pursuit.
And it’s hit us over here at Radioradiox and Xperience. But
when you go through loss of any
sort, first thing you do is figure
out what you’ve still got, cling to
it, and make it grow.
We have the unmitigated honor to represent our fellow artists,
musicians, and creatives, not as
subjects, but as fellows. When we
play local music on the station,

we get a thrill at the singer hitting
that note, ‘cause we know how
hard it is to hit. We design art
for our covers because, well, why
the hell wouldn’t we? If you had a
paper and a big, fat, blank cover,
wouldn’t you? And we sponsor
shows at venues and we promote
businesses run by solid dreamers
that are taking a chance because
that is the essence of the creative
spirit. And we’ll keep doing it,
even if we have to claw our way
through it. Because it’s worth
fighting for. Art, music and culture are worth fighting for.
We’re going to keep bringing
you the content we have been
and more. But we’re going to look
at our blog, and our video prescence, and we’re going to invite
you to hook up with us.
There’s a lot of pretty cool,
pretty unique stuff going on in
the Capital Region and in the
greater upstate, and you need to
know about it. Because everybody
comes from somewhere; some
local scene shows love to the next
great band. So if we can look local
for our next great love, whether
it’s music, art, publications (kidding-not-kidding,) we’re not just
doing some feel-good thing. We’re
showing a greater area - maybe
the Northeast, maybe the whole
country - that there’s something
happening in the Capital Region.
So that’s it. Off my soapbox.
Yes, we have big things coming, and I’m pretty excited about
that. And so, as my first editorial,
I’ll explain our resident alien, Al.

Radio stations that are tied to
a transmitter are known as ‘terrestrial’ radio stations. They’re
cool, but if they want to be heard
anywhere a tank of gas can take
you, they have to become internet
radio stations. Or ‘extraterrestrial’ radio stations.
Radioradiox was always an
‘Al’ and one of his designers.

extraterrestrial radio station. And
‘Al’ is a representative of a species
waiting to take over the Earth
from Alpha Centauri. We’ve convinced him and his people to hold
off so long as we play them sweet
music, and good local stuff. And
they haven’t taken us over yet.

Photo provided.

